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Introduction: 

The emergence of smart products offers the potential to satisfy user needs more intelligently and 
appropriately. According to the definition of Smart Products Consortium [6], a smart product is an 
autonomous object that is designed for self-organized embedding into different environments in the 
course of its life cycle to allow a natural interaction of the product and human. Smart products are 
able to proactively approach users by using sensing input and output capabilities of the environment 
for the self-, situational-, and context-aware. The related knowledge and functionality can be shared 
and distributed among multiple smart products and updated over time. Therefore, a smart product is 
the close integration of the product’s physical and information representation, enhancing with 
environments as a unique entity. Features of a smart product include follows [4]. It has a unique 
identifier to effectively communicate with its environment and retained or stored data about itself. It 
can show its characteristics and operating requirements in some language, and participate or make 
decisions on its behavior. 

In summary, the smart product is a complex system involving mechanical, electronic, control, 
information, cognitive, communication and other disciplines. An important task in the conceptual 
design phase of the smart product is to systematically decompose the complex system. However, 
existing methods and tools of the classical functional decomposition, such as Pahl and Beitz’s 
systematic functional structure method [5], are not fully applicable to the complex multidisciplinary 
system decomposition for smart products because of following factors: 

(1) Limitation of the oriented object: The complex system of a smart product includes not only the 
physical structure of the smart product, but also other objects in the environment and human 
activities that interact with the smart product. 

(2) Limitation of design intents: A smart product, as an agent, can take a variety of interactive 
modes in its environment to carry out diverse activities besides the intended behavior. The design for 
functions of intended behaviors is not enough to establish a complete functional structure for the 
smart product. The design for affordance is for the behavior possibility [3] to autonomously extend its 
design dimensions [2] by the smart product.  

(3) Limitation of representation layers: The complex system of a smart product and its 
components have their own purpose. The system needs to be represented not only at the behavioral 
level, but also at the purpose level [1]. 
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This paper proposes a structured approach based on the function and affordance to 
systematically decompose complex multidisciplinary systems of smart products for the improvement 
of above-mentioned limitations. 

Main Idea: 
The proposed method is summarized in following steps.  

 
1. Determining the overall function of a purpose layer system  
User’s abilities and environment changes are identified to determine users’ purpose and gap between 
the actual and expected future status. All action objects are represented in a form of the information 
flow, material flow and energy flow as the overall function of a purpose layer system as follows. 
 

Fp = f[Flow(i)→Flow(o)]   (1) 
 

Where Fp is an overall function of the purpose layer system, Flow(i) is the input flow, Flow(o) is the 
output flow, and f(x) represents a flow conversion mode. 

 
2. Decomposing the overall function of purpose layer system into the overall functions of different 
carrying objects 
There are three kinds of function carrying objects including the smart product to be designed, related 
objects in the working environment, and human activities. The conversion works from Flow(i) to 
Flow(o) of all the action objects corresponding to the total function of purpose level system in the three 
function carrying objects as follows. 
 

Fp = Fs+Fo+Fh    (2) 
 

Where Fs is the overall function of the smart product to be designed, Fo is the overall function of 
related objects in the working environment, and Fh is the overall function of human activities. 

 
3. Constructing the function structure of each function carrying object 
For a smart product, processes of its function structure for related objects in working environments 
and human activities are as follows. 

 
(1) Forming each output flow from the behavior intention to constructing backward function chain 
The required input flow and conversion are considered from an output flow to the overall function of 
function carrying objects. A function chain is constructed with flows and sub-functions using a 
backward direction from Flow(o) to Flow(i) gradually until backward function chains are formed with all 
output flows. This step ensures design dimensions based on function requirements as follows. 
 

Fc= (Entity (Itself), Entity (cxt)) x InteractionMode(I) (3) 
 

Where Fc is a function of the function carrying object that can be a smart product Fs, related objects in 
the working environment Fo, or human activities Fh. Itself refer to each function carrying object, cxt 
represents its context. InteractionMode(I) is the intended interaction mode between entities. 

 
(2) Design for behavior possibility to construct a forward function chain based on the constructed 
backward function chain 
Based on the backward function chain constructed, all behavior possibility is considered in the forward 
direction from Flow(i) to Flow(o). Corresponding sub-functions are added to proper positions to get a 
complete forward function chain. This step reflects the design dimension for affordance as follows. 

 
Ac= (Entity (Itself), Entity(cxt)) x InteractionMode(P) (4) 

 
Where Ac is affordance of the function carrying object in its context. InteractionMode(P) includes all 
possible interaction modes among all entities.  
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Following detailed processes are conducted in the constructing process for design dimensions of 
the behavior possibility.  

 
 
• Check availability of the required input flow 

If any required input flow is not available, which means that InteractionMode(I) is not included in 
the range of InteractionMode(P), the constructed function chain should be modified by introducing an 
outside input flow, or converting an existing input flow into the required input flow, or replacing by a 
similar input flow. 

 
• Consider other unintended output flows because of intended input flows 

Each required Flow(i) may interact with unintended objects in Entity(cxt) following some 
unintended InteractionMode(P), therefore the flow conversion should be examined for every sub-
function to see any unintended Flow(o) produced accompanying with the intended Flow(o). This 
unintended Flow(o) is further analyzed for any negative effect. New sub-functions will be introduced to 
process, eliminate or utilize the unintended Flow(o). 

 
• Investigate the unintended accompanying input and output flows 

If there is any unintended accompanying Flow(i) involved in a function chain, the related 
unintended accompanying Flow(o) will be analyzed. The detrimental effect is examined to introduce 
new sub-functions to block, isolate or exploit the unintended accompanying Flow(i). 

 
4. Combining all function chains of each carrying object into its function structure  

According to the relationship of function chains of carrying objects, all functional chains are 
systematically combined into a complete function structure of Fc. 

 
5. Integrating function structures of all function carrying objects into a complete function 
structure of the purpose layer system 

All function structures of Fs, Fo and Fh are systematically integrated into a complete function 
structure of Fp for a final solution of the decomposition of complex systems of the smart product.  

Case study: 
A nursing-care walking assistant robot is introduced as an example to apply the proposed method as 
follows. 

 
1. Determining the overall function of the purpose layer system  
The overall function of the purpose layer system of the walking assistant robot is to provide the most 
suitable, safe and ergonomic walking assistant to elders according to their location and destination. 

 
2. Decomposing the overall function of purpose layer system into the overall functions of different 
carrying objects 
Function carrying objects and their overall functions of the walking assistant robot are as follows. 

(1) Walking assistant robot: It is aware of a user and working environment, automatically changes 
the walking assistant and path planning according to user’s status. 

(2) Related objects in the working environment: Monitor camera provides data of the location, 
activities and gesture of the user. A smart phone provides the location and remote control of the user. 
A smart wristband provides the location, blood pressure, heartbeat and wrist movement data of the 
user. 

(3) User activities: They provide the location and intended destination information, and feedback 
for the effect of the walking assistant robot.  

 
3. Constructing the function structure of each function carrying object 
(1) Design for the behavior intention to construct a backward function chain for each output flow 
As the robot needs to provide moving and walking assistants for a user, a walking aid gripper is 
required to support walking of the user. A mobile platform drives the user using motors to provide 
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driving force. The robot can also automatically change the support of walking aid gripper, the walking 
pace and path, which requires the gripper and moving adjustment device, power source, controller, 
control instructions and path planning. The generation of control instructions and path planning needs 
to sense the current status and clarify the ideal status of the robot in real time. Therefore, the 
judgment is also required in the user status for mapping to an ideal status, which communicates 
collected data with other products using the self-judgment and intent information of the user to know 
objects in context, activity and state of the user. 

 
(2) Design for behavior possibility to construct a forward function chain based on constructed backward 
function chain 
• Check availability of the required input flow 
If there are no monitoring camera in the user’s context, the robot will be designed with more 
monitoring devices. 
• Consider other unintended output flows because of intended input flows 
In order to obtain the location and remote command information of a user, the assistant robot needs 
to communicate with user’s smart phone, and generates possibility that a hacker may send the 
malicious command to the assistant robot through the phone. Therefore, it is necessary to set a shield 
to hold back the control command from the phone. 

• Investigate the unintended accompanying input and output flows 
Water in the user’s context may splash into the walking assistant robot to affect circuits of sensing, 
communication and control. A waterproof cover is needed. 

 
4. Combining all function chains of each carrying object into its function structure  

For the walking assistant robot, function chains of its physical structure design, decision-making 
process and feedback learning process are combined into a function structure according to aligned 
positions of related information flows. 

5. Integrating function structures of all function carrying objects into a complete function structure of 
the purpose layer system 
Figure 1 shows a complete decomposition structure of the walking assistant robot. It shows details of 
the design components considered in the conceptual design of the robot to meet both current and 
potential needs in different environments. It has not only contents of physical and digital structures of 
the walking assistant robot, but also the user, other objects and smart products in the context. The 
unintended input may influence the autonomous action of the robot, like water splash or hacker 
command besides the desired function. 

Conclusions: 
This paper proposed a structured approach to function and affordance based decomposition for 
complex systems of smart products, which is in conformity with features of smart products such as 
multi-interaction objects, complex representation levels and wide range of behavior possibility.  

The logic of the decomposition process is gradually implemented based on the need logic and 
rationality. The effect of decomposition can be continually improved through feedback learning. A 
prototype of the walking assistant robot is in building to verify the design solution. The complete 
structure will be used to examine the robot application in all possible interaction modes. 
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Fig. 1: Complete function structure of the purpose layer system of a walking assistant robot. 
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